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The Confluence Below
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Sprawl from above I-85 and GA 400
Piedmont Road at Lindbergh
Piedmont at Peachtree Creek
Piedmont Road crosses Peachtree Creek at the Confluence
Creek Trails fight familiar problems
Wildlife hazards
Red shouldered hawk snacking on rats
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Copperhead snake
Tamara Johnson, US Fish & Wildlife Service measures crawfish at the Confluence
The South Fork Conservancy

Rock Creek at South Fork of Peachtree Creek
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Swift Creek potsherd

South Fork at Zonolite
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Native American treasures

Owl effigy found near Zonolite Park.
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A sanitary sewer overflows into the South Fork at Briarcliff Road
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Sprawl from above I-85 and GA 400
The confluence of rail lines, trails and creekways provides a multitude of greenspace opportunities. Peachtree Creek is lined with greenspace that can host an alternative transportation trail, allowing commuters to connect to the Atlanta Beltline and South Atlanta Beltline. Hiking trails and Piedmont Park access for both residents and
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